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Short term scan on daily charts?

I would like to scan stocks on shorter term than daily, but since this is not currently possible can I do a scan that still

gives me short term data? Can I scan for a stochastic (STO) with very short term parameters to find stocks that are

swinging in short term ranges multiple times? The question is if I use a short term parameter on the STO how do I

measure multiple hits in a fixed number of days? That is what do I put in the scan in addition to STO => 80, STO =<

20 to find stocks that cross those extremes multiple times in 7 days?

range-trade  range  60min  short-term-scan  scan

It's difficult to make a search for these range problems, but after looking at markd's answer, I've tweaked it a little.

[type is stock] and [country is US] and

[sma (50,daily volume) > 300000] and 

[sma (20,daily close) > 5] and 

[max(7, Fast Stoch %K (14,3)) > 80.0] and

[min(7, Fast Stoch %K(14,3)) < 20] and

[BB Width (10,2) < 2]

and here's the result

That's an interesting question, Windsurf. This scan returned 163 hits on 10/21 after market close. Without the last line

(K>50) it returned over 400. So you may want to limit the scan even more, maybe by price. Also, you could go shorter

or longer with the K parameters, or try Slow K to see if it returns what you are looking for. Good luck.

[group is sp500] and

[max(7, Fast Stoch %K (7,3)) > 80.0] and

[min(7, Fast Stoch %K(7,3)) < 80] and

[min(7, Fast Stoch %K(7,3)) > 50]

For the 20, the scan is inverted:

[group is sp500] and

[max(7, Fast Stoch %K (7,3)) < 50.0] and
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[max(7, Fast Stoch %K(7,3)) > 20] and

[min(7, Fast Stoch %K(7,3)) < 20]
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